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The topic of this paper is not only the creation and cultivation of memoria by a variety of visual signs in the shape of monuments erected in prominent places of the political-sacral landscape of the urbs Roma, which also served as a 'memoryscape' of the populus Romanus and its socio-political élite; but it is also the close-knit 'web of significance' in a slightly different, more specific sense than the classic definition of the term by Clifford Geertz would allow.1 In concrete terms, I shall try to reconstruct a particular 'web' generated by what Matt Roller, in an important recent paper on monuments and memory in Augustan Rome, called 'intersignification' . He defined this concept as a complement and indeed extension of the well-established concept of 'intertextuality' , with which it stands "in a potentially productive relationship".2 The * The following text is a considerably extended version of the paper given at a conference at the British School at Rome in October 2013. I should like to thank the other participants, the co-organizer Kaj Sandberg for encouragement and advice and above all our host Christopher Smith for his cheerful hospitality and valuable suggestions. Thanks are also due to Hans Beck (Montreal), Matt Roller (Baltimore) and Mary Franks (Toronto) and, as usual, to Frank Bücher, who helped when support was most urgently needed. Last but not least, Elke SteinHölkeskamp, as always, deserves a special thanks for everything. -All dates are BC(E), if not otherwise stated. 1 Geertz (1973), 5: "Believing … that man is an animal suspended in webs of significance he himself has spun, I take culture to be those webs, and the analysis of it to be therefore not an experimental science in search of law but an interpretive one in search of meaning." See Roller (2010, 238 and passim) on "culture-based approaches" in Roman studies. 2 Roller (2013), 119 and passim. new concept is meant to "broaden the range of the term 'intertextuality' to make it refer to iconographical and architectural phenomena as well as literary ones". In even more concrete terms, 'intersignification' highlights the "dynamics of reference, inclusion, modification, and appropriation", which underlie the permanent "competition via monumental forms" in the shape of "temples, porticoes, honorific statues, arches" and visual media in general.
As "a matter of competitive self-assertion of gloria by the individuals and families involved", these monuments were erected, put on display and above all paid for by Roman aristocrats, especially as magistrates and generals, in order to commemorate and indeed eternalize their successes as well as "to maintain and expand the family's monumental portfolio".3 Moreover, the concept of intersignification focusses on the complex interrelations, on the one hand, of the location and the form or genre of these monuments,4 which their dedicators "tended to select" in order to generate an abundance of messages and meanings by creating "a studied contrast with pre-existing monuments". They tried to achieve this objective by a variety of ways and means, including "strategies of incorporation and imitation", by which new monuments "might seek to appropriate their predecessors' prestige, or alternatively, to modify, reposition, or supersede these predecessors, leaving them and their dedicators in the shadow of the later, and allegedly greater, achievement". On the other hand, 'intersignification' is meant to conceptualize the interplay, 'crossing or mixing' of different genres as "subsystems that are to some extent
